An Engineering Critical Incident: Direct Current Burn from a Neuromuscular Stimulator
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A patient received a third-degree, direct current (DC) burn on the wrist from a neuromuscular stimulator (NMS) that had been modified by a biomedical technician. The event is used to illustrate the accident process, procedures in investigation of engineering-related incidents, and the mechanisms of burns caused by DC. Similar to most industrial accidents, this one had several contributing causes. It demonstrates the need for thorough review and testing of device modifications, the subtle effects of personnel shortages, the dangers of grounded electrosurgical units, and the ways in which seemingly minor features of a device can contribute indirectly to an injury. Accident investigations should be instituted immediately following an event, but care must be taken to ensure that vital information is neither lost nor altered. (Key words: Complications: burns. Monitoring: neuromuscular junction.)

ACCIDENTS in high technology fields are typically composed of several interacting failures involving people, machines, the environment, management, and other factors. The basic principles of accident causation and prevention apply to medicine as well. Although there are countless case reports of medical misadventures, the case descriptions and analyses typically do not include identification of underlying influences that may have played a critical role in the formation of the accident. We describe here the process by which a third-degree burn was caused by direct current (DC) from a neuromuscular stimulator (NMS). The direct and indirect causes of the incident are identified, and generalized preventive strategies are recommended. The specific mechanism by which burns can be caused by DC are reviewed, and the means by which such injuries can be avoided are suggested.

CASE REPORT

As each of 12 new anesthesia machines (Ohmeda, model Modulus II) was being prepared for service, a new constant current peripheral nerve stimulator was installed in the instrumentation pod. [Because the specific brand of NMS is not particularly relevant to the issues of this case, we refer to the instrument generically to avoid an inappropriate implication of product liability.] Soon after the introduction of these anesthesia machines, it was noted by the biomedical technicians that frequent battery changes were required. This was relatively time-consuming because it involved disassembly of the instrument. To simplify this task a biomedical technician installed a battery holder for the two 9-V batteries on the back of the case of the instrument. Following the modification the device was replaced in the anesthesia machine instrument panel and tested for performance and safety, including DC voltage between the output terminals.

Several weeks after the first NMS was modified, a 68-year-old man arrived in the operating room for elective coronary revascularization. Following routine preanesthetic medication and hemodynamic assessment, general anesthesia was induced with fentanyl 100 μg/kg and enflurane 0.5% in oxygen. Neuromuscular blockade was established initially with vecuronium 0.2 mg/kg and subsequently maintained with metocurine 0.2 mg/kg in the prebypass period, and then d-tubocurarine 0.3 mg/kg during the rewarming phase of cardiopulmonary bypass.

A disposable, electrosurgical dispersive electrode with conductive adhesive (3M Scotchplate, Model #1149) was placed on the left side of the lower back. During the surgical procedure a Ritter model CSV Bovie electrosurgical unit (ESU) was used intermittently. Prior to the initiation of cardiopulmonary bypass, the NMS was applied over the right ulnar nerve proximal to the first volar crease of the wrist via a dual-element foam electrode (Bard PNS, single patient use). The monitor was turned on five times during the operation for brief determinations of blockade via train-of-four measurements (a series of four 0.20-ms pulses at 500-ms intervals).

Following an uneventful procedure and prior to moving the patient from the operating table, the stimulating electrode was removed. A 1 cm² full-thickness burn was noted to be present under the negative electrode, with a slight reddening of the skin under the positive electrode. The skin under the ESU dispersive electrode appeared normal. The skin burn was treated with debridement of eschar on two occasions and 7 days of silvadene dressings followed by 10 days of bid wet-to-dry dressings at home. This treatment resulted in complete healing without requirement for skin grafting.

Immediately following report of the incident, the anesthesia machine and the ESU were removed from service and sequestered. The dispersive and stimulating electrodes had been discarded before they could be inspected. Individuals involved in the incident, including the attending surgeon, attending and resident anesthesiologists, nurses, and biomedical technicians who support the equipment, were interviewed about the sequence of events and observations.

The NMS was (inappropriately) removed from the anesthesia machine and tested for stimulus output and DC voltage between the output terminals. The ESU was tested for grounding of the dispersive electrode, for operation of the dispersive electrode cable disconnection alarm, and for function of the control outputs. Both instruments passed all tests. The NMS was then reinstalled in the anesthesia machine and safety and functional testing were repeated. Although the NMS functioned correctly, under some conditions of tightening of the mounting bolt a voltage equal to the battery voltage appeared between the negative output terminal and the chassis of the anesthesia machine. Closer inspection suggested that the positive battery terminal was contacting the inside of the rear panel of the anesthesia machine (fig. 1). Two hypotheses were now established for the cause of the burn: misdirected radio frequency (RF) current from the ESU or direct current from the NMS.

Conditions under which the burn occurred were simulated and experiments were conducted to examine both hypotheses (all equipment...
and supply items were of the same brand and model as were in use during the incident.

An electrode pair was affixed firmly on the carcass of a chicken and connected to the NMS output. The carcass was placed on a dispersive electrode, which was connected to the ESU. The NMS was mounted in the anesthesia machine in such a way that a voltage appeared at the output terminals relative to the chassis of the anesthesia machine. RF current through each of the stimulating leads was measured by a Valleylab custom-built meter with a bandwidth of approximately 40 Hz to 10 MHz and with a resolution of approximately 5 mA. DC current through the leads and voltage between the output terminals and chassis ground were measured via a Beckman HD 110T digital multimeter.

ESU Burn Test: The ESU was operated intermittently for several minutes in the cutting mode at maximum output. No discernible RF current was measured through the NMS leads. There was no visible change in the skin under the stimulating electrodes. The dispersive electrode was removed and the ESU was again operated intermittently. Peak RF currents of 135 and 80 mA were measured through the negative and positive leads, respectively. An approximately 0.5 cm² area of blanched tissue was observed below the surface of the skin under the negative electrode.

DC Burn Test: With the NMS again mounted so that a DC voltage appeared at the output terminals and with the electrode pad placed at a fresh site on the carcass, the DC current and voltage were monitored for 2 h. The skin under the electrodes was examined at 15, 30, 60, and 120 min. After 120 min the pH of the fluid on the skin of the chicken was measured via pH sensitive paper with a resolution of 0.5 pH units (pHymidron Vivid 1-11).

Before application of a DC voltage, the pH of the gel-moistened skin under the electrodes was 6.0. At the start of the 2-h period of application of a DC voltage, the negative and positive output terminals were at negative 9.0 V and 6.4 V relative to the chassis, respectively. A current of 13.7 mA was measured from the negative terminal and 7.6 mA from the positive terminal. The voltage and current appeared with the on/off switch of the NMS in either position. After 15 min an approximate 0.5 cm² area of skin under the negative electrode appeared dissolved. The skin under the positive electrode appeared unchanged.

After 120 min the voltages were 8.5 V and 5.9 V, respectively, and currents were 7.5 mA and 6.9 mA, respectively. An approximate 2 cm² area of skin under the negative electrode was darkened and oozing with a clear, viscous fluid. Only a slight discoloration was observed under the positive electrode. The pH of the skin under both electrodes was approximately 10. The pH under the dispersive electrode was between 5 and 6.

**Discussion**

**Immediate Cause of the Burn**

Because with the dispersive electrode in place, no RF current was measured in the NMS lead during operation of the ESU and no change was observed in the appearance of the skin, the ESU was ruled out as a likely source of the injury. Although there was a measurable current and some subcutaneous injury with the dispersive electrode removed, this is an unlikely source of the patient's injury because the operating room personnel reported that the dispersive electrode was appropriately affixed to the skin immediately prior to its removal at the end of the procedure. Also, the slight skin discoloration observed with the dispersive electrode removed was not similar to that found on the patient. The type of injury produced with DC current alone was similar to that observed on the patient. The probable path of the DC is illustrated in figures 2 and 3.

This is not the first time that a DC electrolytic burn has been reported. Nineteen volts is more than sufficient to produce electrolysis of saline, producing sodium hydroxide and hydrogen gas at the cathode. Either chlorine or oxygen or both are likely to appear at the anode. In this case the anode would have been the dispersive electrode because it was connected (inadvertently) to the positive terminal of the battery. The NMS electrodes would both serve as cathodes in the electrolytic cell. This yields a strong alkaline solution, which causes a chemical burn. This mechanism was confirmed in the DC portion of the simulation. The differences in voltage and current through the two output terminals can be explained by the voltage drop across the current-controlling stage of the stimulator (fig. 3). This can also explain the different injuries at the two stimulating electrodes. The large surface area of the dispersive electrode distributes the acid formed over a wide area, preventing sufficient concentration to cause an injury at that location.

Leeming et al. suggested that as little as 3 V DC can produce an injury. The minimum time required would be a function of skin resistance and voltage. Our experiments suggest that at 9 V DC with commonly used electrodes injury can begin to occur in less than 15 min.

In this case it was fortunate that the institution had
developed a firm policy to use only surface electrodes with neuromuscular stimulation for routine monitoring. This derived from a similar incident, 10 yr previously, with a defective instrument supplied by a manufacturer. In that case needle electrodes were used for stimulation with the rationale that this was necessary to ensure sufficient current density for supramaximal stimulation. The intrinsic failure in that instrument caused a DC voltage to appear across the output terminals. A burn resulted, but it was much more severe, causing permanent destruction of the ulnar nerve.

This incident is a reminder that battery operated devices are not inherently safe. Because of the possibility of DC burns, we believe that the use of needle electrodes is contraindicated unless there is a specific, compelling rationale. In that case extra precautions should be taken to inspect for the presence of DC voltage across the electrodes or between any electrode and ground.

**Analysis of Causes and Recommendations for Prevention**

In addition to the specific mechanism of the burn, this report illustrates how many factors typically are required to cause an injurious mishap.

*Modification to the Instrument:* Any modification of a device must be submitted to rigorous review by individuals

**Fig. 3.** Expanded diagram of the path of DC from the NMS (dotted line) indicating chemical reactions at anode and cathode. The contact of the positive battery terminal to the frame of the anesthesia machine (point A) effectively became connected to the ESU return plate (B) via the electrical grounding of both the anesthesia machine and the ESU. This created an electrolytic cell, with the return plate acting as an anode and the stimulating electrodes (C) acting as cathodes. The path continued through the stimulating electrode wires to the NMS (D). The path to the negative stimulating electrode was completed through the direct connection between the negative output terminal and the negative battery terminal. The positive stimulating electrode was connected via a higher resistance path through the output–current controller. The 9-V batteries completed the circuit.
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Experienced in device design and fabrication. Such review procedures should be documented.

In this case the instrument modification was designed and implemented by a relatively inexperienced technician. The engineering group’s normal policy for intense design review was not followed. This was at least partly attributable to organizational changes occurring among the hospital’s various engineering departments around the time of the incident. Also, the modification was made at a time when the engineering staff was shorthanded. The frequent depletion of batteries and requirement for prompt replacement put extra pressure on the engineering group to find a solution to the problem.

The personnel shortage coupled with the pressure to maintain normal productivity created an accident precursor of a form described by Perrow1 and later by Gaba2 as “production pressure.” There is no simple remedy, but had the increased risk of accident been recognized, perhaps greater caution would have been observed in doing anything out of the ordinary. That would be reasonable advice in any similar circumstance. In this instance the inadequate staffing was a result of normal turnover and the regional shortage of biomedical equipment technicians. Yet, with the increasing pressure on American hospitals to reduce staffing and maintain productivity, similar situations can be expected to occur more frequently.

Electrical Safety Testing: As part of the routine preventive maintenance (performance assurance) of medical equipment, outputs of an instrument with exposed conductive surfaces and intended for connection to a patient should be tested for the presence of a DC voltage versus ground.3 Commercial test instruments perform that measurement by measuring leakage current through an imposed resistive load. Because the unmodified NMS is battery operated, is not grounded, and has no exposed conductive surfaces, our test procedure did not measure leakage current between the electrodes and some other reference. Our modification created an exposed conductive surface; therefore, our test procedure should have been changed. This detail was overlooked. The electrode to ground leakage test should be performed on a battery operated device with an exposed conductive surface, particularly if the device is mounted into a grounded instrument cabinet.

The test for DC leakage to ground alone would not have detected the failure of 10 years earlier because the battery isolation was intact and there was no voltage between either output and ground. Thus, both leakage to ground and between patient-connected leads should be measured on all devices, whether line or battery powered.

Grounded ESU: The cardiac surgical service prefers the Ritter model CSV Bovie ESU because of performance advantages over solid state designs. The model used in this case includes a direct connection between the dispersive electrode and power line ground. This allowed completion of the path for DC current. Models of the CSV Bovie ESU manufactured since 1972 have a capacitor in series with the dispersive electrode primarily for the purpose of blocking 60 Hz (personal communication, Ritter Corporation). The capacitor has the effect of blocking DC as well. Any of the older instruments should be modified to include the capacitor. In the present case that modification should have been made by the hospital engineering group responsible for these devices.

Instrument Design Deficiency: If the NMS is left in the “on” position when not in use, the batteries will be depleted in approximately 7 days. In many NMS devices a “leaks off” alarm brings attention to the device being on when not connected to a patient. This is not a feature of this particular model, which contributed to the need for frequent battery changes (about once every 3 weeks vs. once every 3–5 months as would be expected).

The elimination or amelioration of any one of these elements involved in the injury probably would have been sufficient to prevent it from going to completion. The injury also serves as a reminder that monitoring carries with it a degree of risk. Ironically, neuromuscular monitoring is not routine during cardiac procedures given that paralysis is maintained after the operation. In this case the anesthesia resident raised a question regarding the use of large doses of neuromuscular blocking agents in conjunction with induced hypothermia. It was to examine that question that the device was placed.

Incident Investigation and Risk Management

Although the direct cause of the incident was eventually discerned, some of the steps taken immediately following this incident may have thwarted a revealing investigation. In part prompted by this incident, the Risk Management Group of the Harvard Anesthesia Departments created a Guideline for Action Following an Adverse Anesthesia Event (manuscript in preparation; copies of the protocol available from the first author). Among other things the guideline describes how to handle equipment immediately following a suspected patient injury. In this case the anesthesia machine was appropriately sequestered, but the NMS controls should not have been altered nor should the device have been removed from the chassis. Equipment that may have been causally related to the injury, e.g., the electrosurgical grounding pad and the NMS electrodes, was inappropriately discarded. That could have
been important had this event been an ESU-related burn. The investigation should not have proceeded until the hospital risk manager or safety officer was contacted. Furthermore, had any manufacturer’s device been potentially implicated in the injury, the examination of equipment should not have been conducted without careful documentation and the presence of a disinterested observer and perhaps a representative of the manufacturer. Further suggestions for conducting investigations of device-related injuries are available.¶

The issues raised by this incident apply to almost any medical specialty in which devices are used. Modifications must be undertaken with an appreciation for subtle injury mechanisms and under thorough supervision by qualified clinical engineers. Although this incident resulted from modification of a device, similar incidents can and have occurred with unaltered devices. To guard against either case, equipment inspection procedures must be capable of revealing potentially injurious faults. Hospitals should be prepared to investigate incidents and injuries using methods and procedures that will reveal the injury mechanism. Serious incidents must lead to corrective actions. The effects of production pressure should be recognized and compensatory mechanisms invoked to the extent possible.
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